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ABSTRACT
The increasing number of connected devices in the era of Internet of Thing (IoT) has also increased the
number intrusions. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a secondary intelligent system to monitor, detect,
and alert about malicious activities; an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is an extension of a detection
system that triggers relevant action when an attack is suspected in a futuristic aspect. Both IDS and IPS
systems are significant and useful for developing a security model. Several studies exist to review the
detection and prevention models; however, the coherence in the opportunistic or advancements in the models
is missing. Besides, the existing models also have some limitations, which need to be surveyed to develop
new security models.
Our survey is the first one to present a study of risk factor analysis using mapping technique, and provide a
proposal for hybrid framework for an efficient security model for intrusion detection and/or prevention.
We explore the importance of various Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based techniques, tools, and methods
used for the detection and/or prevention systems in IoTs. More specifically, we emphasize on Machine
Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) techniques for intrusion detection-prevention systems and provide a
comparative analysis focusing on the feasibility, compatibility, challenges, and real-time issues. This present
survey is beneficial for industry and academia to categorize the challenges and issues in the current security
models and generate the new dimensions of developments of security frameworks with efficient ML or DL
methods.

INDEX TERMS security, survey, intrusion, detection, problems, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The past decades have seen a revolution in computing with
advanced technologies and smart device communication.
Internet of Thing (IoT) establishes internal communication
using sensor devices. It is the most preferred technology for
all day-to-day activities in this era [1]. IoT devices transfer
huge data over a network with minimum human interaction
using internet as a central communication medium. The im-
pact of global connectivity and the exchange of data created
major significance on education, business, health care sys-
tem, military capabilities, international trade, agriculture, and
home applications. Massive connectivity with heterogeneous

devices, unsafe network architecture, exposure of global data,
raise critical security issues in IoTs [1]. Cyber security is the
major concern in this digital world to ensure protection from
malicious activities, which aim to corrupt or steal data and
interrupt an organization’s systems with unauthorized access.
At the same time, IoT have become a major channel for the
spread of dangerous malware attacks. Unpatched and less
secured devices are the targets for botnet operators to capture
the system and get control over the devices. Strong security
services to control the access mechanism with a perfect
authenticated framework is essential. An Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) is a suitable solution to handle security issues
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and mitigate the effects of the attacks. IDS becomes an
essential part of security management in the network and
host systems. IDS detects intrusions or misuse of network
or system by reporting to the administrators and filing a
record for further investigations. It handles the suspicious
events without interrupting the regular activities during the
malicious outbreak [2]. Many tools and techniques are avail-
able to counter the threat of these attacks. Requirement of
strong firewall protection is essential, as the existing firewall
can not classify the behavior or anomaly attack. Antivirus
software has less scope in recognizing the new patterns of
the virus. Intrusion detection triggers an alert after an attack
enters the network by doing nothing to stop the attack.
Currently available IDS have several limitations such as lack
of flexibility and scalability [2].

Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is a proactive method
to prevent a security attack by examining the patterns of
data (network traffic) and recognizing the abnormal behavior
from stored data records (signature). IPS blocks the offending
data when the attack is detected [3]. We consider an IDS
as the second line of the defense system; however, it faces
difficulties in providing secure access control [10]. On the
other hand, IPS integrated with firewall and IDS can pro-
vide preventive measures with alerts for attacks in a pre-
served network area. Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies
like Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Neural Networks (NN) can provide rapid insights
by identifying and mitigating the effects of the attack with
daily alerts using a smart Intrusion Detection and Prevention
System (IDPS) [11].

Figure 1 presents the architecture of an IDPS for IoT net-
work. The functionality of an IDS and an IPS are almost sim-
ilar; an added capability of IPS is the perimeter defense ap-
pliance, gateway monitoring, network packet inspection, and
blocking the suspicious activity by comparing with known
patterns. Both the systems are designed to recognize poten-
tial security violations in the network system [3]. However,
basic detection system uses two principles: behavior analysis
or pattern recognizing and then a prevention system uses
a signature mechanism to monitor the suspicious network
traffic by blocking the inbound and outbound packets before
they access other resources. IPS is an integrated component
that combines technical firewall protection with multi-layer
support and detection functionality [4].

A. CONTRIBUTION
Our present survey focuses on Machine Learning (ML) and
Deep Learning (DL) approaches for IDPS. Our main contri-
butions are as follows.

• Comprehensive taxonomy: Our study provides a de-
tailed taxonomy of intrusion detection and prevention
system in IoT using machine learning and deep learning
techniques with systematic review literature.

• Performance analysis : We provide the performance
analysis of the latest IDPS models based on ML and DL
techniques with accuracy and notify the limitations.

• Prevention techniques: Our study explores various pre-
vention techniques, mitigation strategies, and the meth-
ods implemented for IPS in IoT.

• Risk analysis: We propose a risk factor analyser to
identify the level of risk and take an action to implement
a counter measure and mitigate effects by improving the
security control in the manufacturing unit.

• Hybrid framework: We propose a hybrid framework
to avoid the disadvantages raised by anomaly and signa-
ture based techniques and apply the risk factor based on
the complication levels.

B. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
We organize the rest of the paper in the following sections.
Section II highlights the importance of security in IoT appli-
cation with a focus on issues, attacks, vulnerabilities caused
and the relevant measures. Section III discusses the detailed
taxonomy of the detection systems with their pros and cons in
the real time applications. Section IV reviews various detec-
tion techniques developed using machine learning techniques
in the recent years highlighting their features, techniques, and
performance. Section V shows some recent IPS models based
on ML techniques. Section VI explores various detection
models developed using deep learning techniques proposed
for IoTs; it focuses on various supervised and unsupervised
techniques and discusses the issues extending to future scope.
In Section VII, we conduct a systematic literature review on
prevention models. Further, we explore the detailed analysis
on various prevention techniques developed using ML and
DL methods. Section VIII provides a risk factor analyser,
using mapping technique, and a hybrid IDPS framework.
Section IX provides a comparative study on the available
techniques, and existing surveys in the direction of IDS.
Finally, we draw the logical conclusion in Section X.

II. IOT- SECURITY
With the increasing number of devices and sophistication
of attack tools: hacking and security breaches have grown
unlimited. Burgeoning technologies like the public cloud,
IoT, artificial intelligence, paralyzed the standard security
measures [5]. IoT establishes a connection of anything,
anyone, at any place, and provides smart services with a
secured network platform. IoT applications are extended to a
wide range, which includes smart health monitoring, traffic
congestion, smart cities, waste management, logistic and
emergency services, smart industrial, and retail controls.

IoT establishes a heterogeneous pervasive network of
smart devices. Some of the complex IoT devices relate to
a hostile interface, developed on uncontrolled platforms,
and encounter vulnerabilities to individual systems available
in the integrated network [6]. Lack of interoperability and
accessibility in the vast heterogeneous landscape results in
poor monitoring of the security mechanism in IoT networks.
We list various IoT attacks and countermeasures in Table 1;
and also mention the device vulnerabilities and suggested
measures for each. Scalable solutions minimize the use of
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FIGURE 1: IDPS Architecture

TABLE 1: Various IoT attack and the Counter Measures

Reference IoT Device Attack type Device vulnerabilities Measures
[10] Smart Vehicle Device software failure Buffer overflows Address space layout randomization (ASLR) and

Stack Guard,Dynamic verification techniques.
[11] Smart industrial devices Node tampering attack Hardware replacement Tamper-resilient Cryptography tech-

niques,Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption
Scheme (ECIES).

[12] Smartphones and measur-
ing devices

Eaves dropping attack Un-encrypted
communication channels

Lightweight cryptography encryption
techniques,Attribute-Based Encryption,A
Proxy Re-Encryption.

[13] Smart thermostat, Smart
bulb

Malicious code injection Unsecured APIs and
lack of constant integrity
checks

API endpoint security,Dele-setting and configu-
ration.

[14] Smart car, Smart TV Unauthorized access Device and application
vulnerabilities

Regular updates and secure key generation.

[15] Smart health care,Smart
Speakers, Garage door
opener,

Social engineering at-
tack

Weak password protection Multi factor authentication, Collision-resistant
one-way hash function.

[16] Drone, IoT Gas pump Device hardware
exploitation

Open un-secure hardware
interface

Access restrictions.

[17] IP camera, Smart home
devices

Malicious node insertion weak encryption schemes Symmetric key encryption, sign-cryption.

resources and improve the performance to take effective
decisions which mitigate anomalies in the system [7]. A
strong security system is required to ensure system protection
from unexpected threats, maintain confidentiality, stabilize
the network connection, control network traffic, and avoid
vulnerable attacks. Three major security problems of IoT as:
taking control, stealing information, and disturbing services,
create dangerous issues and data-threat for IoT users.

IoT connects the devices with the Internet backbone; many
interactive and efficient applications use this to enhance the
network services [8]. Huge private and confidential data of
multiple categories are collected with these devices based on
application and implementation. Ensuring high-level security
for the data sent by IoT devices during transit and rest is
the preliminary intention of a security control system in an
IoT. Wurm et al. [8] highlights the security vulnerabilities

associated with industrial and consumer IoT devices. The
highest security risk is anticipated to the perception layer
because of its hostile and open environment than the other
network layers [9]. In the next section, we describe the
security risk targeting the IoT devices and suggest some
potential mitigation measures, which can help the manu-
facturers in strengthening the security design in future. The
risk analysis also exists to mitigate the actions performed by
the intruders and create a secured network framework [10].
Common steps for creating a risk analysis model are: attack
and risk identification, prioritizing the categories, selection
of suitable mitigation strategies, and adapting a mitigation
solution based on the problem [10]. We mention some of
the problem-solving solutions to avoid the intrusion activities
below.

• Meticulous quality testing.
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• Adaption of physical unclonable functions.
• Lightweight compatible encryption techniques.
• Regular integrity check retaining the performance.
• Critical software updates.
• Strong password protection.
• Updated standard interface.

III. IDS FOR IOTS
The open network architecture, heterogeneous device struc-
ture, and the drastic use of smart connected devices, in our
daily life are leading to serious security and privacy is-
sues [11]. The destruction of water utility pumps in industrial
IoT, personal data theft [12], generating false messages as
the legitimate users [13], unauthorized control over power
stations, smart cars, smart restaurants, and manipulation of
private information to block regular services are some of the
examples of dangerous threats created in the IoT environment
in the recent past [14]. Therefore, a comprehensive and dis-
tinct security mechanism is very much required to protect the
digital world and secure it from serious security threats [15].
Several research proposals are available in different dimen-
sions for securing the IoT devices, some of them include
secured frameworks, privacy protection models, and authen-
tication techniques [14], [15], [16]. However, to address these
challenges and ensure effectiveness and applicability two
major factors can be considered [17]. First, to identify and
authenticate the devices and limit the controls for external
access for sophisticated security management with real-time
monitoring. Second, to coordinate the open network connec-
tivity and ensure the security in a collaborative network [15].

a: IDS Taxonomy
IDS is an intelligent security system for coordinating host
and network activities. This analyzes the packets transferred
through the network, finds suspicious events, and processes
with the alert notification.

Figure 2 displays IDS classifications for two major cate-
gories: network-based and host-based detection systems. The
taxonomy focuses on IDS techniques used to detect the mal-
ware as an anomaly and signature-based detection methods.
Figure 2 projects various machine learning and deep learning
techniques suitable for each IDS category to obtain an idea
of the models developed in recent times. IDS have gained
immense attention with multiple notable models proposed
for creating an intense security structure [16] [17] [18] due
to ever-increasing zero-day patterns of network traffic and
their heterogeneity. In this context, our study investigates the
novel challenges to explore potential solutions to address the
issues in the detection models. In specific, we emphasize
the challenges of the available detection systems concerning
performance, bandwidth utilization, time taken for detection,
overload of processors, etc. The study also focuses on the
accuracy, false positive, and negative rates of the proposed
models by highlighting the future directions.

Implementation of IDS for real-time devices is limited
to the applications used, data transfer, and area of the

network [19]. IDS has numerous advantages, compared to
traditional firewall protection but, has a critical downfall in
reducing false rates. At the same time, not all IDS procedures
are similar, each category has its unique qualities in tracking
and defending against policy breaching [19]. Machine learn-
ing and deep learning techniques are projected under super-
vised and unsupervised learning models. These techniques
are mostly used for fraud detection, risk assessment, image
classification, and spam filtering [39] [40] [41].

b: Network Based Intrusion Detection System (NIDS)
Generally, a NIDS is placed near a firewall with an inde-
pendent sensor device specially to monitor local network
traffic. This identifies the malicious events from incoming
packets as denial of attacks on services and scanned ports
on the network. This system resides in the network ports
and works with a firewall for better protection against known
attacks [20]. NIDS is defined in two forms: network-node-
based NIDS and promiscuous-mode-based NIDS. Analyz-
ing packets bounded by a single destination is the quality
of node-based NIDS with distributed agents. On the other
side, sniffing all the packets across the network traffic and
analyzing for the suspicious attempt with a single sensor on
each segment is the property of promiscuous-mode-based
NIDS [20]. NIDS is set up at a selected point as a sub-net
within the network to examine and match the passing traffic.
Then it analyzes the pacts and raises an alert if violated [21].
These sensors activate the interfaces for managing, control-
ling, and receiving alerts and then forward the same to the
central server. NIDS applications are attached to the network
with two interfaces, one monitors the network conversation,
and the other control and generate a report of the activity [21].
Table 2.

c: Host-Based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS)
HIDS is an intelligent detection system that acts as an agent
to inspect and report suspicious activities attempted on a
host device. Continuous observation of the dynamic behav-
ior, state of the system, storage area, internal configuration,
network packets targeted, program executed, and resource
accessed are the primary function of HIDS [22]. Apart from
this analyzing log files available on the host (kernel, system,
server, and network) and monitors file access and configura-
tion changes in run-time, and finally compares with previous
attacks stored in the server the activities carried out by this
system. IDS models developed for host-based detection are
listed in Table 2.

d: Signature Intrusion Detection System (SIDS)
Signature-based detection technique looks for evidence
known to be indicative based on defined patterns [33] [34].
Searching for a specific payload in a data packet, matching
with the existing patterns generated by the NIDS/HIDS, and
registering it as a signature of misuse is the procedure of
the SIDS technique. The major limitation of this method
is ignoring the newly launched attacks because of missing
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FIGURE 2: IDS Classifications

TABLE 2: NIDS and HIDS Models for IoT

References IDS type Features Issues
A. Aris et al. [23]. Distributed - Hybrid IDS Integrated with Distributed mini-firewall DoS attacks can affect SVELTE
Kasinathan et al. [24] Centralized- Signature based IDS Deployed for real-world applications Fails in Zero day attack detection.
Jun and Chi [25] Centralized- signature based IDS Low memory consumption Limited to rule based detection
Cervantes et al. [26] Distributed- Hybrid IDS Self-repair technique High resource complications
Surendar et al. [27] Distributed- specification based

IDS
Instant response,low drop outs, less energy
consumption

Low performance in detecting un-
known attacks

Fu et al. [28] Distributed- Hybrid IDS Suitable for heterogeneity and resource con-
straint environment

Causes state space explosion, less
automatic.

Midi et al. [29] Centralized and Distributed -
Hybrid IDS

Lightweight, self adapting nature, multiple
IoT device compatibility

Not suitable for constrained ob-
jects.

Bacem Mbarek et al. [30] Distributed-Signature IDS Good in testing clone attacks Lack of real-time testing
V. Subbarayalu et al. [31] Distributed-Hybrid IDS Web server with integrated device access and

resource restriction services
Constrained application protocols

Abhishek Verma et al. [32] Distributed Ensemble learning
based IDS

Heterogeneous ensemble with random forest
of Hoeffding Trees

High time consumption.

signatures. Intruders can easily deceive this method as the
signatures are based on regular expressions. It uses matching
string content that suits only fixed behavioral patterns.

e: Anomaly Intrusion Detection System(AIDS)

Anomaly detection is based on the observation and deviation
of behavior or activity from the normal baseline [35]. An
anomaly detection system in NIDS detects the intrusion at
the physical network after passing the firewall, and in HIDS

it is the last layer of the protection that exists in the endpoint
that allow fine-tuned protection at the application level [36].
Anomaly-based IDS has a major fall in results in false-
positive rates. The detection system engine with multiple
protocols must understand the process [37]. Though the
protocol analysis is expensive, it has benefits of rectifying
the false-positive alarms rates. The research community is
working to integrate many advanced techniques such as sta-
tistical, cognition-based, machine learning, deep Learning,
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and data mining-based methods to develop better detection
models [38]. Anomaly and signature-based detection are
considered as the two primary techniques for developing de-
tection and prevention models. We explain the opportunities
and challenges faced by each category in Table 3.

TABLE 3: Opportunities and obstacles of various IDS tech-
niques

Detection
technique

Opportunities Obstacles

Signature
based [33],
[34]

• Simple to capture
known intrusions.

• Specifies detailed
contextual analysis.

• Instant protection
with frequent
solutions.

• Poor in detecting
unknown variants

• Lack of regular up-
dates

• Hard to understand
the protocols and
time consuming
technique.

Anomaly
Based [35]
[36] [37]

• Good in detecting
zero day and un-
known attacks

• Low dependency on
resources

• Poor accuracy due
to changes in obser-
vations.

• Rate of alarm is
poor and pause
in service during
construction of
behaviour profile.

Hybrid
[23] [26]
[28] [31]

• More flexible based
on requirement.

• Adaptability of inte-
grated mechanism.

• Overhead of power
consumption.

• Not suitable for
memory constraints
devices.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES SUITABLE FOR
INTRUSION DETECTION
The main aim of ML is to allow computers to learn automat-
ically without human intervention or assistance and control
actions accordingly. Machine learning is used for large-scale
data processing and well suited for complex datasets with
huge numbers of variables and features. The process of ML
begins by accepting training data and making observations on
data with direct experience, or by instruction and results with
output values. Algorithm selection should be appropriate to
gaze at the data patterns, improve the analytic, predictive
power, and make better decisions in the future training data.
Machine learning techniques are majorly categorized as su-
pervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement
learning.

Training with fully class labeled data, and establishing the
relation between the input and target units are the properties
of supervised algorithms. Classification and regression are
the two major categories of supervised learning. Some of the
popular classification algorithms are Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [39], Naïve Bayes [40], Nearest Neighbour [50],
Neural Network [45], Discriminant Analysis, and Logistic
Regression [41]. Algorithms under the regression category
most prominently usable for intrusion detection analysis in-

cludes Linear Regression, Support Vector Regression (SVR),
Ensemble methods, Decision Tree (DT) [51], and Random
Forest [52]. Unsupervised learning techniques find the hid-
den structure in the unlabelled data without training. Reduc-
tion and clustering are the two major techniques used to make
relevant groups for comparison and compression with unique
identification. Some of the popular clustering algorithms are
K-Means, C-Means. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
and Principle Component Analysis (PCA) are the popular
feature reduction techniques.

We list the properties, advantages, and issues of machine
learning approaches in IDS with in Table 4. This emphasizes
the need and importance of each technique in detection
process. The table provides a view of the trend for machine
learning approaches to help future IDS developers to choose
the appropriate technique.

V. REVIEW ON ML-BASED IDS MODELS FOR IOT
The most popular machine learning algorithms which
achieve good results in detecting the specious activities of
IDS are decision trees, random forest, SVM, and neural
networks. The accuracy of the models and the efficiency
of the algorithms depend on the application and the type
of attack detected. Some of the proposed models have high
performance only for the binary class detection and some
are good in identifying multi-class attacks [38]. Many re-
searchers focus only on the overall detection accuracy but,
the detection effect for small-scale data is often very low.
Considering the imbalance between the research done and
the real-time applications, we have presented some of the
popular machine learning models for IDS. Many of the tradi-
tional techniques are experimented on some popular intrusion
datasets as KDD99, NSLKDD, UNSWNB-15 CSIDS. The
single view model results in incomplete pattern identifica-
tion, especially for large datasets. As the multiview learning
models are having high popularity for detection techniques,
Dinesh chowdary et al. [44] proposes Multi-View Federated-
based Learning for Intrusion Detection (MV-FLID). This can
learn from different data views and delivers the most distin-
guished prediction. Federated learning benefits peer learning
and protection for profile aggregation. The authors in [46]
propose seven pre-processing techniques based on traffic for
ML algorithm, evaluated based on scalar and normalization
functions. They apply the models on four features under the
category of content , statistical properties, basic and traffic
connectivity. The results of the study proves that applica-
tion of categorical study enhances the performance to 45%
comparatively. This help in proper classification based on the
parameters related to possible attacks. Dhanke JyotiAtul et
al. [48] proposes Energy Aware Smart Home (EASH) frame-
work tested on real-time sensor data for selected IoT devices.
The study is experimented with J48, Naive Bayes , Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP), multi-nominal logistic regression
for classification and detection on anomalies. Amongst all
the techniques MLP has high accuracy with the capability
of self learning and recognizing minute factors. We discuss
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TABLE 4: Machine learning techniques used for IDS

Approaches Properties of the Method Advantage Issues
Signature
(knowledge-
based Detection)
[24] [30]

• Processing with defined signa-
tures.

• Pattern matching technique.

• Low False positive rate with fast
and accurate detection.

• Effective in detecting known pat-
terns, Flexible, and Robust.

• Suitable for all network levels
Source.

• Difficulty in analysing informa-
tion/state.

• New attacks are ignored.
• Complex in updation.

Anomaly-based
Detection [23]
[37]

• Create a default profile for identi-
fying the normal state.

• Deviation from baseline detected
as an anomaly.

• Profile updates based on new be-
havior and critical events.

• Identification based on labels and
behavior (normal/abnormal).

• Specialized in identifying Zero-
day attacks.

• Multiple profile management dif-
ficult for the hacker hide identifi-
cation.

• More time consuming for training
phase.

• Alteration of the threshold is dif-
ficult for managing false rates.

• Low efficiency and high computa-
tional cost.

Hybrid Detection
[26], [28] • Combined detection process.

• Both Predefined pattern behavior
Detection.

• Suitable for both Supervised and
unsupervised methods.

• Integration of methods for best
performance.

• Integrated product of Anomaly
and signature detection system
with added advantages.

• The implementation cost is very
high comparatively.

Probabilistic
packs marking-
based attack
source detection
[39]

• Encodes information into a packet
header.

• Identification field are used to
mark and reconstruct attack path.

• Manage with the regular traffic for
communication.

• Reconstruction of attack path
without ISP influence.

• High false-positive rates.
• Requirement of large number of

packets.

Deterministic
Packet Marking
based attack
Source detection
[40]

• Marks packets which are near to
the source of the attack.

• 16-bit identification field are used.

• Reduces storage and computa-
tional overhead.

• flexible for small packet.

• High false-positive rates.
• Trace only nearby source, identi-

fication of origin is delayed.

Support Vector
Machine [39] • Hyper plane setup for traffic area,

suitable for classification and re-
gression.

• Effective in parameter identifi-
cation, implemented for discreet
valued kernels.

• High accurate.
• Handle complex nonlinear deci-

sion boundaries.
• Less over fitting problems.

• Complex in implementation and
extensive memory requirement .

• Choice of Kernel is difficult.
• Slow in training and testing.

K-Nearest Neigh-
bour [40] • Classification and decision based

on behavior patterns /classes.
• Multiple parameters and transfor-

mation with K nearest value.

• Analytically tractable, Simple in
implementation.

• Use local information and yield
highly adaptive behavior.

• Suitable for parallel processing.

• Huge storage space requirement .
• Highly susceptible to the curse of

dimensions.
• Slow in the classification of test

tuples.

Bayesian Method
[48], [50] • Follow Joint probabilities rules.

• Eliminate condition with relative
frequencies form training sets.

• Simplifies the computations.
• High speed and accurate for large

database.

• Decision based on assumptions.
• Lack of available probability

data(less updated).

Decision Tree
[49], [52] • Based on binary classification

nodes corresponds to
Variable/attributes.

• Branches for positive and nega-
tive instance.

• Construction does not require any
domain knowledge.

• Capable of handling high dimen-
sional data.

• Suitable for numerical and cate-
gorical data.

• Output attribute must be categori-
cal.

• Unstable result patterns.
• Complex as created with numeri-

cal datasets.

Artificial Neural
Network models
[50]

• An adaptive system with chang-
ing structure based on informa-
tion flow in the network.

• Depended on training element
find the distance of comparison.

• Require less formal statistical
training.

• Detect complex nonlinear rela-
tionships between variables.

• High tolerance to noisy data, with
multiple training algorithms.

• Black box nature (based on speci-
fications).

• Greater computational burden.
• Requires long training time.
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some of the popular models developed in the recent years
for mitigating the issues of intrusion for IoT environment in
Table 5.

All the above-mentioned techniques are evaluated under
two scenarios; first, under the assumption that both the train-
ing and testing data are of the same source and second, the
testing samples are new and unknown patterns. This type of
process helps us to understand the patterns of IDS in han-
dling new malicious patterns. Testing on unknown patterns is
very essential for new IDS models and helps in tracing the
intruders who escape from the security control. The results
in Table 5 show that the supervised ML techniques have
better accuracy than the unsupervised models in some cases.
Among these algorithms, decision tree and random forest
have achieved the best results with 99% accuracy and low
false rates. If there are unseen attacks in the test data, then the
detection rate of supervised models decreases, as the patterns
are not registered while training the data. This is where the
unsupervised models have a better hold in performance as
they do not show a significant difference in accuracy for
known and unknown patterns.

According to the results mentioned in Table 5 random
forest and K-Nearest Neighbour models (KNN) show high
accuracy compared to the other classification techniques [43]
[50]. Many of the integrated models with federated learning
and/or self-learning methods show competitive performance
than the traditional methods [44] [48]. Multi-layer frame-
work [53] [56] with different levels of testing has more
impact, where the data is filtered for multiple times and
the identification becomes much stronger with clustering
techniques [53] [55]. Experimenting on multiple models for
better performance, and trace the most suitable model is the
recent research trend. Following this concept, Verma et al.
[39] experiments with six machine learning techniques as
AdaBoost, random forests, gradient boosted machine, ex-
tremely randomized trees, classification, regression trees, and
multi-layer perceptron for intrusion detection. All these mod-
els are tested on CIDDS-001, UNSW-NB15, and NSL-KDD
datasets and the results prove that supervised techniques
achieve better performance. Jinxin Liu [40] have examined
eleven machine learning techniques includes Decision Tree,
Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), XGBoost, Bagging
Tree, Random Forest, Bayes Net, Support Vector Machine,
Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost, Expectation-Maximization, DB-
SCAN, K-Means. They focus on seven attack categories
as SynFlood, Land, UDP Flood, Ping of Death, Smurf, IP
sweeping, and Port Scan. The XGBoost model results in high
performance with 0.970 accuracy and 0.968 recall. Secondly
Bagging and SVM methods perform better as compared to
RF and DT. The NB classification has the least results with
0.452 accuracy among all the proposed eleven techniques.

VI. DEEP LEARNING BASED INTRUSION DETECTION
SYSTEM
Focusing on security applications, deep learning techniques
with remarkable quality of self learning are beneficial to

develop the intrusion detection models. This models result in
low false rates and high accuracy as compared to traditional
machine learning techniques. The standard Neural Network
(NN) architecture is created with multi-layer perceptron de-
veloped using a liner stack classifier. We show a simple NN
designed with input, hidden and output layers in Figure 3

Raw data in the form of numbers/images/audio are fed
into the neurons as input represented with x1, x2, x3,..., xn.
Each input is multiplied by weights (w1,w2,w3,....,wn) and
passed to an activation function. An activation function is a
step function that maps the input signals into an output signal
which is needed for the function of the neural network. A
fully connected network model with more than three hidden
layers is considered a Deep Neural Network (DNN). The
feed-forward algorithm begins with the input layer move
forward by updating the state of each unit by multiplying the
weights and add the bias, finally terminates at the output layer
when all units are updated.

z = f(b+

N∑
i=1

xiwi). (1)

In Equation 1, x represents the inputs, w represents weights
to be added for each input, z is used for output, b represents
bias, and f represents the activation function. The model
adjusts the weights and repeats the task to improve the
accuracy using back propagation.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN) are the most popular methods used for
detecting malware activities with self-learning techniques.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is strong in identifying
spam and social engineering attacks with new forms of
communication and language patterns. Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANN) are emphatic in monitoring network traffic and
detect Imminent attacks. ANN, DNN, and CNN are some of
the supervised instance learning with a feed-forward neural
network. RNN and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) are
under the category of supervised sequence learning method.
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) and Deep Belief Net-
work (DBN) follow semi-supervised instance learning. DL
also supports transfer learning methods used to generate
generic problem statements and reuse them with other mod-
els. CNN and RNN are the most popular techniques used for
conditional /discriminate models whereas AE, DBN, RBM,
GAN are generative DL techniques, and the combination of
both is considered as an ensemble technique. We discuss
some of the DL techniques, their importance for IDS, and
the issues in Table 6.

Yazan et al. [57] propose a Spider Monkey Optimiza-
tion (SMO) algorithm for dimensionality reduction and the
Stacked-Deep Polynomial Network (SDPN) for attack clas-
sification. The work considers four attack categories and uses
various training phases as: Global Leader Learning phase
(GLL), Local Leader Learning phase (LLL), Local Leader
Decision (LLD) , Global Leader Decision (GLD). The Deep
Feature Embedding Learning (DFEL) model has been com-
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TABLE 5: Review on latest IDS models using machine learning in IoT from 2020

Author and Reference Technique Data-set Results
Verma et al. [39] Six ML techniques CIDDS-001, UNSW-NB15, and

NSL-KDD
Random Forest(RF) with
94.4% accuracy

Jinxin Liu et al. [40] Eleven ML techniques NSL-KDD XGBoost with 99.6% ac-
curacy

Amouri A et al. [41] Data collection using dedicated sniffers and
linear regression process for classification

Real-time dataset 98% power node velocity

Smys et al. [42] Hybrid convolutional neural network UNSW NB15 Hybrid CNN with 98% ac-
curacy

Pascal Maniriho et al. [43] Anomaly detection using Random Forest al-
gorithm

IoT-ID20 99.95% overall accuracy

Dinesh Chowdary Attota
et al. [44]

Multi-View Federated Learning-based ID
(MV-FLID)

MQTT protocol dataset 94.17% accuracy

Md Arafatur Rahman et
al. [45]

Centralized IDS with deep feature abstrac-
tion and Artificial Neural Network(ANN)

Aegean Wi-Fi Intrusion Dataset 99.95% accuracy

Larriva-Novo et al. [46] Preprocessing with content characterization
multi-layer perceptron for detection

UGR16, UNSW-NB15, KDD99 KDD99 with 95.5% accu-
racy

Sikha Bagui et al. [47] Logistic Regression, Support-Vector Ma-
chine and Random Forest for BoT attack
detection.

UCI’s machine learning repository Random forest with 99.0%
accuracy

Dhanke JyotiAtul et
al. [48]

NB, MLP, Multi nominal logistic regression Real-time sensor data MLP with 92.66% accu-
racy

Muhammad Ahmad et
al. [49]

Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Ma-
chine and Artificial Neural Networks

UNSW-NB15 RF with 98.67% accuracy

Andrew Churcher et
al. [50]

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Support Vec-
tor Machine, Decision Tree , Naive Bayes,
Random Forest (RF), Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN), and logistic regression

Bot-IoT dataset RF and KNN with 99.0%
accuracy

Iqbal H. et al. [51] Intrusion Detection Tree (“IntruDTree”) Cyber-security datasets 98.0% accuracy
Hamed Alqahtani et
al. [52]

Random Forest (RF) KDD99 94.00% accuracy

Mohammad Noor Injadat
et al. [53]

Multi-stage optimized ML-based NIDS
framework

CICIDS 2017 and the UNSW-NB
2015

99.00% accuracy

Md ArafaturRahman et
al. [54]

Decentralized(semi-distributed) and
distributed paradigms

AWID dataset 99.97% accuracy

Martin Sarnovsky et
al. [55]

Multi stage a hierarchical, Ensemble model
IDS

KDD99 97.6% accuracy

Maonan Wang et al. [56] SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) NSL-KDD 83.0% accuracy

FIGURE 3: Structure of perceptron

pared with KNNs, DT, and SVM and results with 99.14%
F1 score. Transient Search Optimization (TSO) algorithm by
Fatani et al. [74] maintain the balancing between exploitation
and exploration phases. The model is tested on the most pop-
ular IoT datasets including KDD99, NSL-KDD, BoT-IoT,
and CICIDS-2017. It achieves higher accuracy compared
to several existing approaches. Thamilarasu G. et al. [65]

propose a three layer framework with network connection
phase, anomaly detection phase, and the mitigation phase
to identify, analyse, and reduce the risk factor using CNN
techniques.
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TABLE 6: Deep learning techniques used for IDS

Approaches Properties of the Method Advantage and Applications Issues
Convolutional
Neural
Network [42]
[70] [71]

• Convolutional layer with kernel
function and pooling layer with
max pooling.

• Popular for Image processing ap-
plications.

• Automatic feature learning meth-
ods.

• High accuracy in performance.
• Face recognition, Image classifi-

cation, Action recognition, Hu-
man pose estimation, etc..

• High computational cost .
• Complex in updation.
• limited to some applications

Recurrent Neural
Network [61]
[58]

• Store previous input state and pre-
serves the relationship

• Self loop structure.
• Good for time series prediction

• Feed forward method with back-
ward connection points.

• Long Short-Term Memory for
lengthy-time period dependen-
cies.

• Anomaly Detection, Stock Price
Forecasting,Sentiment Analysis
etc.

• Existence of vanishing gradient
problem.

• Fixed Model Size
• Compatibility issues with Tanh or

Relu activation feature.

Auto-Encoder
(AE) [60] • Preferred for dimensionality re-

duction.
• Equal Input and output layers.
• compress and decompress the

data

• low-dimensional abstraction and
training with back propagation.

• Sparse AE,Denoising AE ,Con-
tractive .

• Data Compression, Image
Denoising,Dimensionality
Reduction,Image Generation etc.

• Additional computation time..
• Deterministic bias resulting with

over fitting problem

Restricted
Boltzmann
machine [75],
[76]

• Bidirectional data flow .
• Transform high dimensional data.

• Restrictions connections faster
performance.

• Motion-capturing, video sequenc-
ing, image procession etc.

• Unsupervised training lack of
general application

• Procession on unstructured in-
put,but explicit structure is not
considered.

Deep belief net-
work [60], [62]
, [64], [65], [67]

• Integrated component with RBM
and sigmoid .

• Generates deep hierarchical rep-
resentation.

• Sequential learning strategies.
• Unsupervised learning and avoid

over-fitting and under-fitting
problems.

• Increased run time complexity
• Low processing rate for clamped

inputs.

Generative
adversarial
network [77]

• Combination of generative and
distributive model .

• High potential rate self training to
mimic distribution of data.

• Easy training compared to RBM
and DBN.

• Domains used are: music, image,
speech, prose.

• Unstable training.
• Complex for Text representation.

VII. LITERATURE REVIEW ON INTRUSION PREVENTION
SYSTEM

Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) monitors the network and
identifies the abnormal activity with the traditional tech-
niques. IPS prevents the similar attack occurrence in future
by closing the access points, terminating the TCP session,
reprogram the firewalls, removing the traces of attack from
payloads, headers, and infected files. IPS follows signature,
anomaly, and stateful protocol based analysis for network-
based and host based intrusion identification. Generally, from
implementation perspectives, IDS and IPS are configured
together and complementary to each other; thus, it makes
Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS). Avail-
able IDPS techniques lack in dynamic attack detection for
complex network structure. Probabilistic learning [78], fuzzy
logic for high density attacks [79], analysing risk factors with
C4.5 Decision Tree algorithms [80], genetic techniques [81],
clustering [82], analyzing features and their impact with

regression [83] are some of the approaches used for intrusion
prevention models. All these techniques are used to frame a
data-driven prediction model or the robust detection model
for a feasible network to prevent intrusion and security
breaches.

A. ML-BASED PREVENTION MODELS FOR IOT
A recent work experiments with interception, injection, and
denial of service attacks; IPS is found to be immune to these
attacks [84]. It uses K-Means techniques after removing the
outliers and integrates Local Outlier Factor (LOF) algorithm
to evaluate a score reflecting the abnormality of the obser-
vations. Tree Automata based on Automatic Approximations
for the Analysis of Security Protocols, abbreviated as TA4SP,
processes the intruder knowledge using regular tree lan-
guage [85]. Nikhil et al. [86] propose an integrated technique
for prediction and prevention in agriculture sector with smart
connected devices. The experiment conducted on the real-
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TABLE 7: Review Deep Learning based IDS models for IoT

Author and Reference Technique Data set Results
Yazan Otoum et al. [57] Spider Monkey Optimization algorithm (SMO) for

feature selection and the Stacked-Deep Polynomial
Network (SDPN) for classification

NSL-KDD dataset 99.2% accuracy

Manoj Kumar et al. [58] Gated Recurrent Neural Networks(GRU) DARPA/KDD99 98.91% accuracy
Olakunle Ibitoye et al. [59] Self-normalizing Neural Network (SNN) BoT-IoT dataset avobr 90% accuracy
Meidan et al. [60] Auto Encoders (AE), Deep Belief Network (DBN) for

malicious code
KDD99 92.10% accuracy

Atiga et al. [61] Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for botnet attack UNCYO and CVUT 97.0% accuracy
Zhang et al. [62] DBN for anomaly detection in IoT mobile network Simulated dataset 94.0% accuracy
Roopak et al. [63] DBN for network attacks UNSW-NB15, CIDIDS-

01
99.9% accuracy

Tama et al. [64] DBN for IoT SCADA network for Reconnaissance
attack, Injection attack, DoS

SCADA N/W dataset 95.06% accuracy

Thamilarasu G. et al. [65] Three phase model with DBN and DNN Real-time 97.0% accuracy
S. Smys et al. [42] Hybrid Convolutional Neural Network UNSW NB15 98.6% accuracy
Balakrishnan N. et al. [67] Deep Belief neural network Real-time 99.76% Precision.
Chao Liang et al. [68] Multi-agent system with blockchain and deep learn-

ing (DNN) algorithms
NSL-KDD dataset 91.50% accuracy

Mohamed Amine Ferrag et al.
[69]

RDTIDS: Rules and Decision Tree-Based Intrusion
Detection System

CICIDS2017 and BoT-IoT 96.95% accuracy

Abdelouahid Derhab et al. [70] Temporal Convolution Neural Network (TCNN)
with Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique-
Nominal Continuous (SMOTE-NC)

Bot-IoT dataset 99.98% accuracy

Alkahtani.H et al. [71] Hybrid convolution neural network with the long
short-term memory (CNN-LSTM)

IoTID20 98.80% accuracy

Mengmeng.Ge et al. [72] Multiclass Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FNN) BoT–IoT 99.79% accuracy
Qureshi et al. [73] Random neural network -IDS (RNNIDS) NSL-KDD 95.25% accuracy
Fatani A et al. [74] Deep learning and metaheuristics (MH) algorithms DDCup-99, NSL-KDD,

BoT-IoT, and CICIDS-
2017

99.62% accuracy

time agriculture data using sensor devices and processed
using machine learning and deep learning techniques. It uses
Support Vector Clustering (SVC) for analysis and predicting
the crop suitability based on soil condition, weather, rain
estimation, ultrasonic, and infrared rays. CNN technique
trains the model with three sample animal images and prevent
the physical intrusion damage caused for the crops. USB
camera inputs are compared with existing image using sig-
nature based detection and raise an email notification with an
alarm for avoiding the harm caused for ecosystem [86]. Seo
et al. propose a two level hybrid detection and prevention
technique [87]. It uses random forest method and evaluate
the decision tree for statistical analysis. If the ratio is less
than zero the packet are forwarded, else the packets are
dropped. The best features analysed from level one pass to
the next level, the anomaly detection is implemented and
traced for the suspicious event and dropped the packet in
level two. The experiment is conducted on UNSW-NB15
and CICIDS2017 dataset. The model results with 99.80%
accuracy in the second level of detection. Werth et al. [88]
propose a layer-based prevention technique that stimulates
a physical system based on payloads of the packets. An
additional contribution of the study explores various threat
model that creates consequences. It uses three layers: layer
zero for physical devices, layer one for ladder logic program,
and layer two to activate the internal states of the ladder
logic program. Change of pattern in the layer indicates a
malicious activity [88]. Serial connectivity of the network is
the character of a prevention system; this may lead to po-

tential and communication issues. Hui li et al. [89] introduce
a ML technique using SVM in snort IDS to minimize the
error rate and improve the performance. The combination of
this model with a firewall gains high defensive ability. This
proposed IPS is implemented with two-floor classification;
first, to identify the possibility of intrusive event and pass
to the second floor if any suspicious activity is registered
and classify the category of the attack else pass on to the
next packet. Inbuilt resources as Netfilter/ iptables are used
to build the prevention system for inline snort.

Generic IDPS with M2M standard using edge ML tech-
nique with three level detection and prevention module is
proposed by Chaabouni et al. [90]. The first level acquires the
data and selects the best features; the second level classifies
the packets based on know patterns to identify the normal and
attack class. In the final step, the attack packets are classified
into flooding or amplification class to take relevant actions
and update the patterns in the database. Constantinides et
al. discusses prevention framework with incremental phases
based on the input levels named Self-Organizing and In-
cremental Neural Network Winner-Takes-All Support Vector
Machine (n-SOINN-WTA-SVM ) [92]. After initializing the
weights and bias the model finds the nearby input value and
finds the first and second winner. The signature patterns are
matched and inserted between the class and check the second
winner’s availability. If no traces are found, the process is
restarted else, the old edges are deleted and proceed for multi-
class classification. Chandre Pankah et al. [93] propose a
classification-based prevention technique using five machine
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learning and one deep learning technique. It uses Support
vector machine, random forest, k-nearest neighbors, Naïve
Bayes, and Decision Tree from machine learning category
and for comparison the model was tested with Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). CNN gives a better performance
than SVM as NN models are much capable for larger datasets
comparatively.

B. DL-BASED PREVENTION MODELS FOR IOT
SVC and CNN based integrated prevention system by Nikhil
et al. experimented on real time agriculture dataset. The entry
of animals were captured as image input ant trained by the
model. The model resulted accurate by preventing the entry
of three animals in agriculture field.

Raghavendra et al. propose a Least square Bolster-based
support vector machine-based prevention technique with two
segments [94]. A half and half component is used to re-
move the redundant information in the upper level. It uses
the wrapper method to select the relevant features for the
classification in the lower level. After the classification of
attack, the features having a high impact on the classification
are observed to block the related entries for preventing intru-
sions. Akhil et al. propose a multi-layer perception with SVM
for detection of DOS, Probe, R2L, and U2R attacks [95].
An internal script uses features like the IP address and the
port number are considered for preventing the attacks. Dis-
criminate Deep Belief Network (DDBN) based detection and
prevention technique for local and non-local regularization is
proposed by the work in [96]. The model is tested for two
popular datasets with Hopfield, SVM, generative adversarial
network (GAN), and Deep Belief Network-Random Forest
(DBN-RFS) classifiers. Various parameters are changed in
the process of developing prevention techniques to reduce
the time span for detection of the attack category. It is been
observed that the running time decreases as the hidden layers
in the model are increased. Balamurugan et al. propose a
two phase detection and prevention technique for real-time
cloud dataset using three elements: Cloud Controller (CC),
Trust Authority (TA), and Virtual Machine Management
(VMM) [97]. CC monitors and migrates the packets to idle
cloudlets if the traffic is heavy and scrutinize the packet based
on arrival time confidence levels and the packet count using
header information . Normalized K-means (NK) Recurring
Neural Network model (NK-RNN) is used to classify the
intruder packets available in VMM. A Queue modelling
technique is used to discard the intruder packet. Finally, these
packets are blocked for the network to avoid the intrusions in
future [97].

A Software Defined Network (SDN) based IDPS for IoT
network proposed by Amir Ali et al. [98] uses a three-tier
framework. It process the user validation for IoT layer as
the first tier, packet validation for data plane layer using
fuzzy filtering methods to classify the attack records. Finally,
the third tier flows validation with control plane layer for
detection and prevention. The control layer is integrated with

CNN and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) for detecting and
predicting the attack values. The model is compared with
SVM, ANN, Fuzzy, and other ML techniques and results
in 1% false rates. A hybrid model with the combination
of Bootstrapped Optimistic Algorithm for Tree Construction
(BOAT) and Artificial Neural Network for classification and
One Way Hash Chain (SHA-256) for preventing in MANET
is proposed by [99]. The major components of the model are
packet analyzer using fuzzy controller, data pre-processing
using logarithmic, and linear normalization, feature extrac-
tion using Mutual information function to select optimum
feature set, and classification using Association Rule Tree
(ART) [99]. The input data is considered based on the
breaches caused by three test cases framed on confidentiality,
authentication, and access control [100]. A risk analysis
model is proposed by James et al. to prevent the attack in
various levels: The initial level is to identify risk based on the
event and the relations defined [100]. Then, it prioritize the
event, evaluate, and rank the risk factor. It choose a mitigation
strategy based on the risk connection and the common cause
of the threat. Finally, it checks the feasibility and implements
the suitable solution by tracking the performance with regular
monitoring.

We summarize various machine learning and deep learn-
ing techniques for IPS in Table 8. The table also enlists
the dataset on which the techniques are evaluated. Various
mitigation strategies and the dataset used for experiment with
the results based on time taken for prevention and detection
accuracy are presented.

VIII. OPPORTUNISTIC SOLUTIONS
Continuous network monitoring and defending are the es-
sential factors of network security to predict and avoid the
malicious activity. Traditional detection system monitor and
alert when suspicious event occurs, whereas the prevention
system take a relevant action when the malware is detected.
Based on the models and theories developed for detection,
anticipating the importance of the risk and take significant
actions,

we have proposed a mapping technique. This evaluate the
event type analyze the risk factor and suggested a mitigation
strategy. Identifying and providing early warning for intru-
sion and violating the next action is very much necessary
for IoT network structure. The system must be active in
classifying and analyzing the risk factor to distinguish the
suspicious packets and trigger the prevention technique. IPS
is an inline product that focuses on identifying and blocking
the attack in real-time. Considering this we have proposed
a risk factor analysis using a mapping technique, to identify
and classify the suspicious and malicious events and rate the
level of risk in the next section VIII.

A. RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS
The proposed approach is assumed to increase the accuracy
of the model, with three strategic layers for detection, pre-
diction, and mitigation. Furthermore, we combine our map-
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TABLE 8: Review on IPS models using Machine learning and Deep learning

Author and Reference Technique Data set Results (Time / Accuracy)
Alves at al. [84] Embedded IPS UAH SCADA Lab data Time:0.149 minutes
Pankaj Ramchandra Chandre et al.
[85]

Decision Tree and AVISPA tools Real-time Time:0.07 seconds

Seo et al. [87] RFDT hybrid two level IDPS model UNSW-NB15, CICID2017 Accuracy: 99.80%
Chaabouni N et al. [90] ML J48 and DL Real-time Time: 0.928 Milliseconds.
Nakagawa et al. [91] Non-Deterministic Finite automation (NFA)

and set theory
Real-time Time 20seconds

Constantinides et al. [92] n-SOINN-WTA-SVM" NSL-KDD dataset Time :2857 seconds Accu-
racy:82.59%

Chandre Pankah et al. [93] 5 ML and CNN WSN-DS Accuracy:98.0%.
Akhil Krishna et al. [95] Multi-Layer perceptron KDD99 Accuracy:91.4%
Xian G et al. [96] DDBN, SVM, GAN, and DBN-RF NSL KDD99 Time: 1613 seconds, Accuracy:

97.76%
V. Balamurugan et al. [97] KNRNN Real-time Cloud DS Time: 5 microseconds, Accu-

racy:98.0%
Amir Ali et al. [98] CNN and DPI OMNeT++ Simulation Setup. Time: 2 Seconds delay, Accu-

racy 99.0%
Islabudeen.M et al. [99] One Way Hash Chain (SHA-256) NSL-KDD Accuracy: 97.86%
James.F et al. [100] Mitigation strategies NS3 (Network Simulator 3)

with three sets of IoT devices
Time: 1.5 seconds

ping technique with a hybrid IDPS framework for accurate
identification and reorganization of the threat. The mapping
factor is divided into three phases defined in Figure4.The data
flow for normal packet is indicated with plain arrow, and the
suspicious event flow with dashed arrow mark, and unknown
patterns are indicated with dark arrow lines in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4: Risk factors mapping

In phase one the detection phase behavior pattern change is
captured and classified into suspicious and malicious packet.
In phase two risk factors are analysed by matching the pack-
ets with the known attack patterns, then classified as normal,
known, or unknown attack types. Mitigation strategy the
phase three analyzes the risk factor rating as high, medium,
and low. Thus, the active response from the event is used to
analyze the network traffic in real-time. This will trigger the
action as a block, allow or logging to mitigate the network
complication, or block the process associated with the event.
Overall the risk factor identification help in summarizing the
following solutions for three cases:

1) Case one: When the event is found suspicious but does
not have any further attack variations is considered as

a normal activity with a low-risk rate and allowed for
further processes.

2) Case two: Suspicious event traced with known sig-
nature patterns, analyzed with medium risk rate, and
logging is implemented to recheck the authentication
of the user. case

3) Case three: When a suspicious or malicious event is
undermined in the detection process and categorized
as unknown events result in False Positive(FP) or False
Negative values. These type of cases causes high-risk
factor and lead to process blocking and mitigating the
effects of the attack.

B. FRAMEWORK FOR FOUR LEVEL SECURITY
STRUCTURE

Features required to develop an effective IDPS model are:
high application-level analysis, active threat identification,
and integrated prevention model with sophisticated response
capability. The research community is keen on providing
multiple detection models and frameworks to mitigate the
external threat, many of the models focus on signature-based
detection and prevention methods.

Many of the methods discussed above lack in the identifi-
cation of unknown patterns and are poor in handling zero-day
attacks; they also fail in avoiding inside intrusion threats. Re-
cent research explores that the deployment of a hybrid model
for detection and prevention results in better performance.
Figure 5 projects a four-level security framework model with
the combination of anomaly and misuse-based detection.
This approach is the extension of the subsequent research
proposed by Stiwan et al. [101]. The study enhances the
mapping procedure and is brief about the hybrid techniques.
Another hybrid detection model with the combination of the
immune system proposed by Yu et al. [102] with neural net-
work techniques. The study emphasizes more on accurate de-
tection with self-learning techniques. All the above-discussed
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FIGURE 5: Mapping factors

models are good in improving the performance and accuracy
level, but lack in reducing the false rate. Considering this our
framework is integrated with detection, prevention, and risk
factor analysis. The main aim of the framework is to inte-
grate both anomaly and signature-based detection, to handle
zero-day attacks and avoid inside intrusions with behavioral
matching strategies. The framework has four key elements
to avoid security violations. The first level of security is
to authenticate the network packets with credentials and
proceed to pre-processing techniques. This level normalizes
the data packets and extracts required features based on the
dimensionality reduction techniques. A two-level detection
is implemented in this process using anomaly and signature-
based detection methods. The complete dataset will all col-
lected features are observed for variation in the behavior
using anomaly detection techniques. And at the same time
selected features are matched with predefined signature pat-
terns to find the malicious activity under level two. Finally,

if any suspicious event is observed, the risk factor analysis
is activated and performs required action based on the level
of risk identified. If no thereat is detection the packet is sent
back to the network for the regular procedure.

IX. SYNOPSIS OF ML-BASED AND DL-BASED IDS/IPS
METHODS
ML and DL techniques reduce the human intervention and
automate the detection in a short time. DL models are not
compatible with large datasets and complex structures as
compared to the ML techniques. ML techniques are mostly
used for signature intrusion detection that acts according to
the stored patterns. On the other hand, DL has a capability
for self-learning; hence, it is more compatible for anomaly
detection. Analyzing and detecting the attacks based on
behavior helps in handling zero-day vulnerabilities. Though
the ML techniques require less computational power, the DL
techniques are faster than the ML techniques. The multidi-
mensional Compatibility of a DL technique to train and test
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on image, audio, video, and sequential data give a unique
priority for developing new innovations. Figure 6 provide an
over all summary of the current study. To develop an effective
model IDS/IPS, it is very much necessary to be aware of
various attack categories and their impact on the security. Our
study provides a brief understanding about the vulnerabilities
caused by the attack variants and the Figure 6 specifies
various IoT attack categories. Our present study emphasizes
various ML and DL techniques and the mitigation strategies
evaluated from the models as a road map for future research.
In the following, we compare the existing surveys in the
direction of IDS/IPS notifying the highlights of our study
and also provide some research questions to address by the
researchers.

A. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SURVEYS
Table 9 and Table 10 provide comparative summarization of
various parameters included in the research articles in the
direction of IDS/IPS in the recent years. We use Y in the table
to represent the description about the specific category in the
given study. Any attribute having N signifies that a particular
study does not have a particular property of discussion.

From the comparison, we see that the maximum of the
available studies provide a detailed IDS taxonomy that de-
scribes the types of IDS; they also provide sub-classification
based on area and the application. Our study evolves around
various categories of IDS with ML-based and DL-based
techniques suitable for developing the detection or prevention
model.

B. HIGHLIGHTS OF CURRENT STUDY
Our work differs from the above-mentioned surveys in the
following points.

• The present survey provides the detailed taxonomy
of IDS and compares the IDS with security services,
whereas the above mentioned surveys present the tax-
onomy and describe only selected modules with com-
parative analysis.

• Our survey explores various techniques, methods, mod-
els, the framework proposed for IDS with performance
and accuracy. On the other hand, the existing surveys
either provide a comparative analysis on attacks and
methods or the glitches faced by available methods for
limited period.

• Our study emphasizes various ML and DL proposals
and models of IDS and IPS for IoT with ML and
DL techniques. The existing surveys are specific to
data storage issues, physical (vehicle security) issues,
network-based IoT and IDS implementation issue, and
etc.

• The study examines various intrusion prevention tech-
niques and the mitigation strategies,in respect to ma-
chine learning and deep learning techniques. It is been
observed that there are very limited review articles on
prevention techniques, all the above mentioned articles

are limited to techniques and models. Our study empha-
sis the mitigation techniques.

• We propose a mapping technique for analysis of the
level of risk and develop a effective prediction model
framework to be used as a blueprint for future develop-
ments.

• We propose an integrated multilevel hybrid framework
that combines signature and anomaly detection with risk
factor mapping and identify all types security threats.
This framework is beneficial for future development of
IDS/IPS.

C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Development of accurate detection model and enhancing the
security in of IoTs and its allied domains are very prominent
research directions in the present time. Our present survey
explores more than 100 research papers related to IoT secu-
rity. These papers propose different classifiers for intrusion
detection. Our survey also presents a reasonable perspective
of each model and provides a comparison of works in this
field. We notify some research questions to provide an insight
towards the futuristic development of IDS/IPS.

• RQ-1: Available dataset are compatible for re-
search?
Solution: Available datasets for intrusion detection do
not follow standard features. Each dataset results with
different attributes based on the network and applica-
tion. Consideration of common features selection tech-
nique for all models before classification obtains better
results.·

• RQ-2: What is the importance of feature reduction?
Solution: Strong feature extraction technique to be im-
plemented to remove irrelevant and redundant features
in training; it improves the model performance. To
generate a prevention model, it is very important to
know the relation between the feature and analyse the
behaviour to control the zero day attack.

• RQ-3:Which is the most suitable technique for fea-
ture extraction?
Solution:Machine learning models are effective in fea-
ture selection and deep learning models are effective in
feature reduction. According to the study, it is stated
that deep learning auto-encoder is the popular feature re-
duction technique. Apart form this, integrating multiple
feature selection algorithms, and working with the best
possible features is helpful for accurate classification.

• RQ-4:Which is best classifier - single or multiple ?
Solution:Use of single classifiers or baseline classifiers
in performance measurement can be replaced by hybrid
or ensemble classifiers.

• RQ-5: What is the risk factor after applying the
available models? Solution: Existing models are lim-
ited to binary or limited attack classification; majority of
the models use pattern recognition and signature based
techniques. Extending the detection for a wide range of
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TABLE 9: Comparative analysis of Research papers on IDS for IoT

Author and reference Year Taxonomy
of IDS

ML & DL
techniques

IoT based
threats

Dataset is-
sues

Network
issues

George Loukas et al. [103] 2018 N N Y N Y
Elhadj Benkhelifa et al. [104] 2018 N Y Y N Y
Preeti Mishra et al. [105] 2018 Y Y N N N
Aldweesh et al. [106] 2018 Y N Y Y N
Markus Ring et al. [107] 2018 Y N N Y Y
Khalid Khan et al. [108] 2018 Y N Y N Y
Ankit Thakkar et al. [109] 2018 Y Y N N Y
Kelton A.P.et al. [110] 2018 N Y Y N Y
Zolanvari [111] 2018 Y Y Y N Y
Butun.I et al. [112] 2018 N N Y N Y
Adnan et al. [113] 2021 Y Y N Y N
Hanan Hindy et al. [114] 2020 N Y N Y Y
Al-Garadi et al. [115] 2020 N Y Y N N
Hassan Heba A et al. [116] 2021 Y Y Y Y Y
Current Study 2022 Y Y Y N Y

TABLE 10: Comparative analysis of Research papers on IPS for IoT

Author and reference Year Taxonomy
of IDS

ML Tech-
niques

DL
Techniques

Dataset is-
sues

Network
issues

Chakraborty et al [117] 2013 Y Y N N Y
Soubhik Das et al. [118] 2017 Y Y Y N N
Ravipati R.D et al [119] 2019 Y Y N Y Y
Azeez.N et al [120] 2020 Y Y N N N
Ahmed Patel et al [121] 2013 Y Y N N N
Priteshkumar Prajapati et al [122] 2021 N Y Y N N
Current Study 2022 Y Y Y N Y

attacks will be feasible to identify zero day vulnerability
which has to be duly considered.

• RQ-6: Which method is the most suitable for IoT?
Solution:Light weight and resource compatible ad-hoc
network IDS are required without degrading the security
requirements.

• RQ-7:How to solve the problem of false rates of the
model?
Solution:Detection delays decrease the performance
of the underlying networks and generate false rates.
To achieve desirable detection accuracy with effective
performance time, researchers should focus on model
compression techniques.

• RQ-8:What is the impact of the models on real time
data?
Solution:Real-Time detection models activate early
warning by alert messages and protect the system from
threats and suspected activities. The existing detection
models lack in identifying zero-day attacks and result
in high false alarms, and create impact on the response
time of the model.

X. CONCLUSION
Our survey focuses on various research works evolving
around IDS and IPS. We elaborate the categories of intru-
sion detection and prevention based on methodologies, tech-
niques, and provide a detailed analysis of each of the models.
The use of machine learning and deep learning methods
in IDS has also enhanced its performance. The presented
survey analyses the pros and cons of the methods to provide a

pathway to the researchers in this domain. We discuss a base
of IDS in various categories depending on architecture, po-
sitions, and functions. The various solutions for IDS are also
classified based on latest research works. We have proposed a
risk factor analysis using mapping techniques with mitigation
methods. Such a survey with framework and prevention
model is not yet available and therefore, our survey is helpful
for the IDS and IPS designers to conceptualize the progress
path of IDS/IPS methods and technologies. The state-of-the-
art comparison of IDS models is also given in the paper.
Each ML and DL model is compared and explained through
detailed tables. Finally, we have pointed some of the research
issues and propose some solutions for research direction.
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